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At the Cutting Edge-Research into Practice 

 

How can we become advocates for our profession and demonstrate the value we 

bring? 

Wednesday 12
th

 July, 10.30 am-16.00 pm 

Sheffield 

This latest Cutting Edge event will encourage career practitioners to think about evidence based 

practice and how to deliver career support that has impact. During the session career practitioners 

will practice how they can become ‘advocates’ for the work they do, and for the profession. 

 

10.30-10.45     Registration – Tea and Coffee  

10.45 -11.00  

Welcome - Introduction to NICEC “Learned Society” and the partnership with CDI 

Overall objectives and context  

11.00 -12.00 Demonstrating impact in careers work 

Nicki Moore 

In today’s careers context career practitioners need to develop and deliver career support programmes 

that can demonstrate impact, yet this is a much-neglected activity. In this session, Nicki will share her 

experience of developing a more robust approach to evaluating careers work, especially in a school’s 

context. She will show the benefits of having meaningful outcomes that ensure careers work continues to 

get the investment it needs to have long term impact. Her session demonstrates how you can put the 

Gatsby Benchmarks into practice, and this has relevance for careers work in other areas of practice across 

our whole sector. 

12.00 -13.00               We’ve worked our 5 per cent very hard! 

   Jane Artess 

The Coalition Government’s vision for Inspiration Activity made clear that careers education concerns 

aspiration as much as advice, that mentoring and motivation should come from people in jobs, and that 

employers, schools and colleges must do more in partnership together. The National Careers Service (NCS) 

plays a key role in bringing this about and from 2014 additional funds were made available for the NCS to 

stimulate inspiring activities for young people in schools and colleges.  

Jane evaluated work carried out under the ‘inspiration agenda’ by one NCS provider over more than two 

years.  In this interactive session, Jane will share good practice arising from this inspiration work, and 

recommendations about how to tackle the challenges that lie ahead. 
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 13.00- 13.45 pm  Lunch/Networking Break 

 

13.45-14.45  Evaluating your own practice 

   Gill Frigerio 

 

Having heard about some research into impact measurement in different contexts, we will now look at how 

we can evaluate our own practice, using tools and resources available to us.  Gill will present some 

examples of evaluation processes based on her own work (one of an assessed online graduate career 

development course and one of an online Career Adaptability resource for adults).  You will then get the 

chance to consider how this process could be used in your own context, supporting your own reflective 

practice, your professional community, your clients and your organisation. 

 

 

14.45 -15.45  Advocating for ourselves and our profession 

  Rosemary McLean 

Rosemary will finish the day with some practical activities that encourage career practitioners to ‘stand tall’ 

about what they do. She will share further evidence about the impact of careers work and the need for 

careers support for all. The session will also look at the different ways career practitioners can promote 

themselves in an authentic way using this evidence based approach. 

15.45 -16.00  Implications for Practice & Personal Learning 

16.00 Close 

 

About NICEC 

NICEC is “Learned Society” with a network of Fellows, in the UK and abroad, who are career education and 

counselling researchers and practitioners drawn from a wide range of settings. Fellows believe passionately 

in improving policy and practice through discovering and sharing evidence and developing career education 

and counselling theory.  We share our knowledge and learn from others through our Seminar series, the 

NICEC Journal and our publications.  

 

Contributor Profiles 

Jane Artess 

Jane began working in higher education as a tutor of the postgraduate Diploma in Careers Guidance at 

Manchester Metropolitan University following many years working in local authority careers services.  She 

described it as ‘putting practice back into theory!’ and she particularly enjoyed establishing new academic 

and professional courses.  As Senior Learning and Teaching fellow she managed PGCE and master’s 

programmes in post-compulsory education.  Developing research interests led to Jane being appointed as 

Director of Research at HECSU (the Higher Education Careers Services Unit) where she commissioned the 

Futuretrack studies and developed HECSU’s research work for clients including Higher Education Funding 
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Council for England, Department for Business Innovation and Skills, Universities UK and the Higher 

Education Academy as well as individual institutions and professional bodies. 

 

Jane’s work has involved contributing to conferences and work programmes in the USA, Denmark, Holland, 

Romania, Serbia, Japan and all over the UK and Ireland. Recently Jane was Principal Research Fellow with 

the International Centre for Guidance Studies at the University of Derby and is now a Visiting Fellow and 

member of the CDI. 

 

Gill Frigerio 

 

Gill Frigerio is a Principal Teaching Fellow in the Centre for Lifelong Learning at the University of Warwick, 

where she is Co-Director of the MA in Career Development and Coaching Studies. She also leads on 

qualifications in Coaching which run from introductory certificate to MA level. Prior to moving into 

teaching, Gill worked in career development practice and management, and most recently was Head of 

Careers in the Centre for Student Careers and Skills at Warwick. Gill's teaching interests cover theory and 

practice in career coaching; coaching and spirituality; researching coaching practice; learning from work 

experience and its contribution to career development; theoretical perspectives on employability 

management of career and employability services. Gill is a Fellow of NICEC and member of the CDI. 

 

 

Nicki Moore  

 

Nicki qualified as a Careers Adviser in 1996. During her 12 years in practice she held the post of Curriculum 

Development Manager and was the Regional Development Manager for Career Mark- The East Midlands 

quality award for careers education and guidance. She has developed programmes of career learning for 

primary, secondary and tertiary education providers as well as for work-based training organisations. She 

has also written a number of professional guides for practitioners working in an operational context most 

recently to support the widening participation agenda. Nicki now holds the post of Senior Lecturer and 

Researcher in Career Development at iCeGS where her research interests are focussed around career 

education and the career development and transitions of young people. Nicki is currently leading the 

evaluation of a number of school based careers projects including the Gatsby pilot project in the North East 

of England and the North Yorkshire County Council’s innovative careers education project. Nicki is a Legacy 

Fellow of the Career Development Institute and a Fellow of the Higher Education Academy, a NICEC Fellow 

and a Director of the Career development Institute. 

 

Rosemary McLean 

Rosemary is a registered Career Practitioner and Chartered Occupational Psychologist with many years’ 

experience in the careers field. She now enables organisations to develop and shape career development 

strategy to support business goals and align individual aspirations and passions with internal opportunities. 

 

Her consultancy work within Career Innovation Ltd is international, increasingly virtual, and underpinned by 

research. She also designs and delivers career development workshops, and has recently been involved in 

developing a next generation on-line careers tool platform to scale up careers support. When working with 

organisations the focus is on how to support and improve career conversations. 

 

Rosemary has worked as a careers coach in both the career transition and careers guidance fields. She is an 

experienced, assessor and facilitator in areas such a personal effectiveness, career change, team 

development, self-assessment, leadership of change and coaching skills.  

 

An exponent of good practice, she has trained and coached career consultants internationally, and was 

responsible for CPD whilst on the Board of the ACPi (UK). In addition to being a Fellow of NICEC, she is a 

Legacy Fellow of the Career Development Institute and sits on the CDI Council. 

 

 


